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tomfoolery and tarry-diddle and played right into the hands
of their experienced enemies. The Liberals* face-saving
amendment calling for an impartial inquiry into the whole
affair was indignantly rejected, and a purely Parliamentary
battle which ought never to have been provoked, but to
have been at all costs assuaged, was carried to the bitter
end of defeat and dissolution. There followed one of the
most vitriolic and unsatisfactory general elections in British
political history, for in the middle of it the Daily Mail
published the notorious Zinoviev letter. This letter was
addressed to the British Communist Party by the Presidium
of the Communist International—a body which had affilia-
tions with the Soviet Government. It was dated i5th Septem-
ber, and urged our Communists to * stir up the masses of the
British proletariat to organize and foment mutiny in the
army and navy and rebellion in Ireland and the Colonies.*
Preparations were to be made for an outbreak of active
strife. Even the Labour Party itself was numbered among
the damned. A close watch was to be kept over its leaders
* because they may easily be found in the leading-strings of
the bourgeoisie*
The date of its appearance in the Daily Mail was Satur-
day, 25th October—five days before polling-day—and it
created a national sensation. The Daily Mail asserted that
the Foreign Office had come into possession of the letter,
who had sent a demand for an explanation to the Soviet
Charge* d'Affaires. The Soviet Charge" d'AfFaires (a personal
friend of Zinoviev) at once disowned the letter and called
it * a clumsy forgery J. If Mr. MacDonald had followed up
this denial with one in similar terms the situation might
have been saved. But he maintained a fatal silence. As Mr.
Clynes has asserted: * Mr. MacDonald's timidity, and his
obstinate refusal to denounce this obvious forgery for what
it was lost us the election/

